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Whether you are traveling to Switzerland for your first time or lived here your whole life, 

I designed these top 10 lists to help you discover and plan fun outings in this beautiful

country with your favorite people.

I've included suggestions for all ages and abilities, from first time hikers to seasoned trekkers,

from the littlest legs to the longest strides. Most ideas in this book are geared towards casual

hikers and families that want to be outside for a few hours and enjoy the view. We have some

tough climbs here too, but these are suitable for experienced hikers with a good fitness level

- no special skills required besides steady footing and caution. Let's start exploring!

WELCOME!

© Swiss Family Fun 2021

READY FOR A SWISS ADVENTURE?
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If you are new to Swiss Family Fun,

welcome! I'm Tanya, the happy hiker

behind this labor of love. Our family 

of four from California has been living in

Zürich Switzerland since 2005. We spend

most of our free time hiking the Swiss alps

and documenting the details on our

website to help you have successful

outings.

We've been hiking in Switzerland since

our teens were babies, so we have

experience at any stage you might be at

now. We're here to help you find just the

right activity for you, regardless of your

comfort level with outdoor activities.

If you are a long time fan, thanks for

following along! Your support and kind

words keep this passion project alive.

Nothing makes me happier than hearing

back from explorers like you about your

adventures using our tips.

Follow us on social media for more ideas,

inspiration, and weekend tips.

WHO IS
SWISS
FAMILY FUN?
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WHY THIS
BOOK?
Because we love Switzerland! We want

more people to enjoy every little corner,

not just the famous stuff. We also want to

make it easier for you to have a good time

without worrying about the details.

We want more friends and families to

spend time together outdoors. There's

something special about just walking and

talking in the fresh Swiss air that builds

friendships, calms the soul, and inspires

the mind. We need more of that.

Even if you're not an "outdoors" person,

we still have lots of ideas for you. You can

drive or ride mountain transport to dozens

of gorgeous destinations and simply

lounge at a restaurant with a view while

the kids run wild on an alpine playground.

There's something for everyone.

Lastly because fans of our website are

always telling me to write a book so they

can take our suggestions on the road. But I

felt that type of project would distract

from my work on the blog and our

YouTube channel. I prefer to spend my

time hiking and blogging so I can bring you

new fun ideas.

So these top 10 lists are a compromise,

cateloging dozens of our posts into a

simple format for easy browsing and quick

decision making.

© Swiss Family Fun 2021 5



All the information provided in this eBook and on swissfamilyfun.com is for general
information and entertainment purposes only. You are taking all the provided information at

your own risk. We assume no liabilty for injury or damages incurred while engaging in
activities described in this eBook.

 
Before planning any activity, you are responsible for checking trail and weather conditions,

operating times, prices and any other information with the destination websites. 
 

I've tried my very best to verify all information in this book at the time of publication. 
But if you find any errors, please let me know so I can correct it. Thank you!

© Swiss Family Fun 2020

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

© Swiss Family Fun 2021

TERMS & CONDITIONS

I've carefully tailored these top 10 lists to help you sort through the hundreds of activities on
SwissFamilyFun.com. Each item links to a detailed post on our website that includes directions,

trail maps, operating times, ticket prices, and tips and tricks to help you plan your day.
 

I suggest that you print the checklists so you can keep track of your progress.
 

I plan to update this eBook occasionally with new lists and swap out items as we do collect more
favorites. If you have favorites that didn't make the list, I would love to hear about it. 
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SWISS REGIONS
Each Top 10 list is sorted by region to help you quickly figure out which ones are near you or your
travel destination. It will help to familiarize yourself with these regions before browsing the lists.

 
Most tourists stay in Zermatt or the Jungfrau Region/Interlaken. Many start their journey in

Zürich, Luzern, Bern or Geneva which can be good hubs for many day trips.

SWISSFAMILYFUN.COM
© Swiss Family Fun 2021 7



WATERFALLS Here are our favorite waterfalls in Switzerland, from little
known treasures to famous tourist attractions. Some are
easy to access and other require a little hiking and effort to
reach. Many more waterfall hikes on our website.

SWISSFAMILYFUN.COM
© Swiss Family Fun 2021
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10 PIUMOGNA optional 6 km, moderate

The lower falls are easy to see, just a short stroll from the parking. The upper falls

require a cable car ride to an alpine village and hike up the mountain.

09 FÜRENALP 9 km, easy

Epic mountain views on this long gentle hike that leads to a big waterfall.  Then

follow the river down into the Engelberg valley, dipping through fields and forests. 

04 ENGSTLIGENALP  1km to viewpoint, easy

You get a great view of these enormous falls just from the cable car. Then you can

hike down to get a closer look and/or do a longer hike around the valley.

08 BATÖNI WEISSTANNEN 8 km, moderate

Hike up a river canyon with tall mountain peaks to three big tumbling falls and a new

suspension bridge, the pride of the local community.

07 SEGNESBODEN FALLS (FLIMS) 14 km, moderate

The hike to this remote spot is well worth the effort to see these roaring waterfalls

spill into the gorgeous high alpine valley. Then a long walk down along the river.

06 SEERENBACH WALENSEE 3.5 km, moderate

After a short ferry ride across the lovely Walensee lake, it’s a beautiful walk through

grassy fields to the tallest freefall waterfall in Switzerland.

05 RHEIN FALLS stairs along the falls

Get very close to the largest volume waterfalls in Europe with stairs and platforms

over the falls. Then ride a boat to the center for a closer look. Popular with tourists.

03 REICHENBACH optional 600m, moderate

A short funicular ride takes you up to a lookout over the falls, famous for Sherlock

Holmes’ death. You can hike up the falls to see more and ride a scooter down.

02 GIESSBACH optional 1-2 km, moderate

A ferry ride and old tyme funicular take you to the falls, where you can optionally

hike up and down the falls for a closer look and even walk under the roaring water. 

01 TRUMMELBACH about 1 km on stairs, easy

No trip to the Jungfrau region is complete without a visit to these enormous glacial

waterfalls roaring through the cliff walls. 

TOP 10 WATERFALLS
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Click the orange links to get more details on our website.
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GLACIERS Switzerland makes it so easy to visit many of its spectacular
glaciers, a disappearing national treasure. Here are our favorite
Swiss glaciers we have visited, most of which are easy to access
with mountain transport and short hikes.

SWISSFAMILYFUN.COM
© Swiss Family Fun 2021
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10 MORTERATSCH  5 km, moderate

Easy valley path leads to the tongue of the glacier. For a longer adventure, you can

hike up the mountain and eat lunch at the mountain hut overlooking the glacier.

09 DIAVOLEZZA optional 1.5 km, moderate

Ride a cable car to a view point over the glacier and some dramatic peaks, then a

short scramble up to the "Highest Fire Pit in Europe" where you can grill your lunch.

04 LANGFLUH, SAAS FEE optional 1 km, easy

Ride a cable car to a spectacular viewpoint over two glaciers that sit above Saas Fee

Switzerland and do a short walk to three small glacier lakes.

08 GLACIER 3000 4 km, easy

Hike on the glacier ice, no special equipment needed except waterproof shoes.

Other amusements: suspension bridge, alpine coaster, and summer sledding.

07 STEINGLETSCHER 7.3 km, moderate

You can drive almost all the way to this glacier and walk right up to the ice. For a

special experience, join a guided walk on the ice with safety equipment.

06 JUNGFRAUJOCH optional snow hike to hut

Take the easy way up on mountain trains to a huge observatory overlooking famous

peaks and the Aletsch glacier. Optional snow hike to a mountain hut for lunch.

05 TRIFT 5.4 km, moderate

Tiny gondola, then steep & rocky (but short) hike to a long suspension bridge

overlooking a glacier feeding into an alpine lake. 

03 HOHSASS 1.4 km, moderate

Short panorama trail right next to an impressive glacier and views of 18 mountain

peaks over 4000 m tall.

02 ZERMATT GORNERGRAT various 1-3 km, easy

Ride a mountain train to this classic viewpoint, overlooking the Gorner glacier with

Matterhorn views. Optional hike down to the iconic Riffelsee lake.

01 ALETSCH ARENA, RIEDERALP 2 km, easy

Admire the longest glacier in the alps from this easy wander along a ridge, with

mountain views on all sides.

TOP 10 GLACIERS
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Click the orange links to get more details on our website.
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RIDGE We love the drama of ridge trails but safety first! You won't find
lots of barriers preventing you from falling off the cliffs, so use
caution and stay away from the edge. Make sure to wear sturdy
shoes, bring hiking sticks and keep children close by.

SWISSFAMILYFUN.COM
© Swiss Family Fun 2021
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10 LÄGERN JURA CREST 12.6 km, challenging

A unique hike on the apex of slanted rock slabs, making for some tricky footing, but

also a very interesting trail to walk. Panorama views of Swiss countryside.

09 CHÄSERRUGG 3 km, easy

Short and easy panorama path on a high plateau covered with wildflowers. The trail

is not difficult, but there are cliffs on the sides and no barriers, so be careful!

08 SAXER LÜCKE 6 km, moderate

Rocky trail to a spectacular viewpoint of spiky peaks you’ll see all over Instagram,

making it look like it’s harder to reach than it is. Best rösti ever at the nearby hut.

07 MELCHESEE BONISTOCK 10 km, moderate

Lots of variety on this hike, starting along a dramatic ridge, then under rocky cliffs,

then cutting through grassy fields. and finally meandering along the lake shore.

06 NIEDERBAUEN KULM 5.3 km, moderate

A tough but short climb up to a cliff overlook with panorama views dramatic

mountain peaks in all directions and the impossibly bright blue lake below. 

05 HOCH YBRIG 5 km, easy

The easiest and safest ridge trail you’re likely to get in Switzerland, with cliffs safely

behind fences and a relatively smooth path possible with strollers.

04 STOOS KLINGENSTOCK 4.4 km, moderate

Ride the steepest funicular in the world to access this gorgeous ridge trail, a little

challenging but not too long. Ends at a playground and restaurant with a view.

03 NIEDERHORN 4.4 km, moderate

Wander as short or long as you like along the cliffs edge, with some of the best

scenery Switzerland has to offer. End your hike with a mountain scooter ride.

02 BRIENZER ROTHORN 10.5 km, challenging

This epic hike overlooking the Interlaken lakes is long and tough, but absolutely

worth the effort and totally doable for average hikers with steady footing.

01 SCHYNIGE PLATTE 6 km, moderate

Super dramatic hike dropping down 1500m to bright blue lakes on one side and

sweeping panorama views across the Jungfrau region to the Eiger on the other.

TOP 10 RIDGE TRAILS
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ALPINE LAKES Many beautiful lakes are easily accessible by car, bus or
mountain transport without needing to hike at all to see the
best views. All these are great for picnics and lounging. If you
want to walk, my articles have an optional hike for each lake.

SWISSFAMILYFUN.COM
© Swiss Family Fun 2021

NO HIKE NECESSARY

21
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10 TREMORGIO optional 3 km, easy

Ride a little cable car to this quiet mountain lake, enjoying the view from the cafe

terrace or venture to the water to skip rocks and explore the rivers feeding the lake.

09 LAI DA PALPUOGNA optional 1.6 km, easy

Voted the most beautiful place in Switzerland. Walk around the small lake to find

your perfect picnic spot with mountains reflected in the still water.

08 PIGNIU optional 4km, easy

A lovely drive through tiny alpine villages to reach this reservoir. Optional easy walk

along the lake to reach two large waterfalls cascading down the mountain.

07 VORALPSEE optional 2 km, easy

A short walk from the parking to reach this idyllic alpine lake nestled below big

mountain peaks. Possible to swim here on hot days.

06 NÄFELS OBERSEE optional 2.7 km, easy

A narrow mountain road leads to this quiet alpine lake, perfect for picnics and

contemplation. Optional short stroll around the lake, easy for kids.

05 KLÖNTALERSEE optional 6.5 km, easy

Drive up the mountain to this big mountain reservoir, popular for camping and 

 picnics. Particularly lovely with fall colors. Optional one-way hike along the water.

04 ARNISEE optional 1 km, easy

A fun ride in a tiny gondola to this alpine lake with mountain views, popular for

picnics and sunbathing. Optional short and easy path around the water.

03 ENGSTLEGENSEE optional 3.2 km, easy

Drive or ride a bus up a narrow mountain road to this alpine lake, where you can

picnic with gorgeous mountain views and take a leisurely stroll along the shoreline.

02 GELMERSEE optional 4.5 km, moderate

Ride the steepest open-air funicular in Switzerland to this reservoir with icy blue

water. Optionally hike 4km around the lake, with lots of great picnic spots.

01 RIFFELSEE optional 2-3 km, easy

This classic Matterhorn view is just a few steps away from the mountain train

station, perfect for family pics. Optional easy hike to next mountain train station.

TOP 10 ALPINE LAKES - NO HIKE
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ALPINE LAKES Some alpine lakes require a little effort to enjoy, some on
popular trails full of happy hikers and others in quiet
remote spots that feel like a secret. This collection includes
the prettiest alpine lakes only accessible by hiking.

SWISSFAMILYFUN.COM
© Swiss Family Fun 2021

WITH A HIKE
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10 LAC DE CLEUSON 11.5 km, moderate

Hike along a traditional “bisse” irrigation channel to reach this super blue reservoir

surrounded by mountains at the end of a beautiful valley. 

09 JÖRISEEN 11 km, challenging

Several beautiful lakes dot this unique rocky landscape. It’s a steep ascent both

ways, but not too long, suitable for those with a good fitness level and older kids.

08 FURTSCHELLAS WASSERWEG 6 km, moderate

Visit six alpine lakes along this mountain trail, with endless reflections and

panorama views. Popular with families despite the occasional tough climb.

07 LAI DA TUMA 8 km, moderate

This magical place is a source of the Rhein river, with water bubbling up into a mossy

landscape. A steep but short climb up, possible for little hikers with experience.

06 FÄLENSEE 8 km, moderate

Hike past the Instagram famous Saxer Lücke viewpoint to reach this gorgeous lake.

Then enjoy the best rösti in Switzerland overlooking the water.

05 SEEALPSEE 7.7 km, moderate

Ride up the cable car, hike past the famous cliff restaurant, then a steep hike down

to the water, where you can rent row boats or stroll around the shore.

04 PIZOL FIVE LAKES 10 km, challenging

A challenging climb to five beautiful alpine lakes scattered along an impressive

mountainous landscape. Not technically challenging, but takes time and endurance.

03 SEEWLISEE  10 km, challenging

Steep climb up to a remote alpine lake, so beautiful you can hardly believe your eyes.

Plus a tiny open air gondola, one of the scariest in Switzerland.

02 OESCHINENSEE 4 km, easy

Easy hike from the gondola to this famous lake, where you can picnic & rent row

boats. Or get even better views from the panorama hike high above the water.

01 BACHALPSEE 6 km, moderate

Hike up to a alpine lake reflecting mountain peaks, plus other amusements including

a cliff walk, flying zip line, alpine playground, and mountain scooters.

TOP 10 ALPINE LAKES WITH A HIKE
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SWIMMING Swimming may be the second most beloved pastime in
Switzerland after hiking. So many great options from dipping your
toes in a alpine lake to floating down a rushing river or lounging on
beaches with mountain views.

© Swiss Family Fun 2021

& ON THE WATER
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10 LAC LEMAN (LAKE GENEVA)
Feels like summer holidays on this enormous lake, with many beaches scattered along

one side and and tall mountain on the other. Nice after a walk through the vineyards. 

09 BRIENZERSEE
Enjoy the Jungfrau Region mountain scenery from the water, renting easy to use

sit-on-top kayaks, SUP or small boats to paddle around the lake.

08 LAGO MAGGIORE
Many Swiss families spend summer holidays lounging on one of the many beaches,

either at public beaches or private campgrounds with lots of amusements.

07 VALLE VERZASCA
An Instagram-famous river, with lots of crystal-clear swimming holes and a tall stone

bridge where the brave jump several meters into the icy water.

06 REUSS RIVER FLOAT
A few fun rapids on this long river, but mild enough for a family outing. You can rent

inflatable boats from a local company or join a guided tour.

05 GOLZERNSEE
One of the few mountain lakes that is warm enough for swimming. Jumping in this

lake is a nice reward for a good hike.

04 LIMMAT RIVER FLOAT
When it gets hot in Zürich, this river fills with happy souls floating down on anything

from inflatable boats to pool toys. It’s a relatively safe river, but always use caution.

03 TÜRLERSEE
A summer paradise so close to Zürich city. We like exploring this quiet lake by

paddleboard, which you can rent at the campground swimming area.

02 PFÄFFIKERSEE
After a walk or bike along the lakeshore, it’s nice to jump in the water to cool off and

enjoy the views from the water. Near a tourist farm for a good meal.

01 CAUMASEE
Probably the most popular Swiss alpine lake for swimming, with bright blue water,

jumping rocks, paddleboats, kids play area and cozy corners for lounging.

TOP 10 SWIMMING SPOTS
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EPIC VIEWS Switzerland makes it so easy to enjoy the high elevation mountain
views with the help of dozens of cable cars, cogwheel mountain
trains, and funiculars. They can be a little expensive, so see our site
for budget tips.

© Swiss Family Fun 2021
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10 MONTE GENEROSO 1704m

A long mountain train ride up to a panorama overlook where you can lounge at the

restaurant or picnic area with small playground or venture out on the ridge trail. 

09 MATTERHORN GLACIER PARADISE 3883m

Epic views of an immense glacier and the Matterhorn as you ride to this rocky

outcrop, where you can visit an ice cave and admire the Italian side of the alps.

08 PIZ NAIR 3057m

A funicular & cable car take you to this spectacular viewpoint over St Mortiz. It's a tiny  

optional climb to the peak or settle in with a snack at the restaurant terrace.

07 SÄNTIS 2501m

A cable car accesses this large complex built on the rocky peak, where average

humans can safely enjoy the views from multiple observation decks or the restaurant.

06 STANSERHORN 1898m

Ride a vintage funicular, then a special cable car with an open air roof. Enjoy the

views from the restaurant or wander the top and grill lunch at the picnic area.

05 TITLIS 3238m

A rotating cable car takes you to this glacier where you can play in the snow even in

summer. Explore the glacier cave, cross the suspension bridge, and sled in summer.

04 PILATUS 2132 m

Cable car or cogwheel train to reach this tall peak towering over Luzern, with a large

observation deck, cafes, and hotel at the top. Optional hike to higher viewpoints.

03 RIGI 1798m

Cogwheel trains bring tourists and locals alike to Rigi Kulm, with 360 ° views of

mountains, lakes, and rolling countryside. Good hiking options for casual hikers.

02 NIESEN 2363m

Ride two funiculars to the top of this triangle-shaped peak, with views of Interlaken

and its two big lakes from the panorama terrace, playground or restaurant. 

01 SCHILTHORN 2970m

A place made famous by James Bond, where you can admire the famous Jungfrau,

Eiger, Monch peaks, do a scary (but safe) cliff walk and enjoy panorama views.

TOP 10 MOUNTAIN PEAKS - NO HIKE
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MOUNTAINS Here are ten mountain peaks to hike up that require steady
footing and caution but don’t require special mountain
climbing equipment. Best for experienced hikers in dry
weather. Attempt at your own risk. Don’t forget to sign the
Gipfelbuch at the top.
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10 CHASSERON 10 km ↑↓380 m 

The easiest hike of the bunch, visiting one of the tallest mountains in the Jura region

with steep cliffs dropping off to reveal the rolling Swiss countryside.

09 MONTE TAMARO 7 km ↑↓ 590 m

The gondola only takes you half-way up the mountain, so you have to hike the rest of

the way to the peak. Most continue along the ridge to Monte Lema for a full day hike.

08 STOCKBERG 3.5 km ↑↓ 305 m

Drive up a private mountain road to access this short, steep hike to a dramatic cliff

overlook. Safe hike for kids until you reach the top where there is no barrier.

07 SCHIBENSTOLL 29 km ↑↓ 790 m

One of seven peaks to climb in this range, with a slightly scary scramble at the end to

reach the peak. If you like this one, try to visit all six of its neighbors.

06 SPEER 1.5 km, easy

This peak is one of the first as you leave the Zürich lowlands. There are multiple

ascents, the easiest from Amden where you can take a chair lift part of the way. 

05 HIRZLI 7 km ↑↓ 580 m

This trail is so steep in parts, it made me want to quit. But it’s not too long & the view

at the top across the Heidiland region is definitely worth the effort.

04 HALDIGRAT BRISEN 9 km ↑380 m ↓1140 m

A chair lift takes you to the best part of this trail, starting on a narrow ridge with

cliffs dropping off to one side. A long slog down that will pound your knees.

03 SCHRATTENFLUH 10.3 km ↑↓ 730 m

This fantastic ridge trail starts by hiking over a unique rocky limestone landscape

filled with holes, plus a beautiful ridge with panorama views.

02 GROSSER MYTHEN 4.1 km  ↑↓ 410 m

A steep rocky trek to this peak overlooking the Lake Luzern region. Sunrise at the

top is a special treat, with a simple breakfast at the hut.

01 FAULHORN  16.5 km ↑630 m ↓840 m

This popular trek has so many highlights, including an alpine lake, dramatic ridge,

and the tall peak. It’s a long hike, so maybe stay overnight in a hut along the way.

TOP 10 MOUNTAIN PEAKS TO CLIMB
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GORGES
In German, gorges are called "Schluchts" which can refer to  both
V-shaped ravines with trickling streams to narrow canyons with
high stone walls carved out over millennia by rivers and glaciers.
Some are free to walk, while other charge a fee to explore the
elevated walkways built into the cliff walls above the water.
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10 RHEIN GORGE 9.1 km hike, easy
Walk along the river in the wide canyon "Swiss Grand Canyon" with lots of

interesting formations in the limestone walls plus a vintage open-air train ride.

09 VIAMALA GORGE viewing platforms
Admire this narrow gorge with walkways carved into the rock wall to get a closer

look. Kids can do a treasure hunt using binoculars to spy hidden clues in the canyon.

08 TAMINA GORGE 450m gorge, optional hike
Walk or ride the bus up the valley to reach this narrow gorge with rock walls rising

100m overhead. Walkways lead through the gorge to bubbling hot springs.

07 WOLF'S GORGE 4 km hike, moderate
Hike up to an enormous cave in the side of a cliff wall with a view, then hike down

through a beautiful forested gorge with large boulders, tall cliffs and a small stream.

06 DEVILS'S GORGE 4.8 km hike, moderate
Walk down a lovely ravine, following a stream through a lush forest, with many small

waterfalls and interesting rock formations.

05 AREUSE GORGE 11.5 km hike, easy
Beautiful walk along a rushing river, through fields and forests, with several narrow

sections with tall cliff walls, waterfalls and stone bridges.

04 GRINDELWALD GLACIER GORGE 4 km
Walk on an elevated walkway through this narrow glacier canyon with 300m tall

walls. Bounce on a huge spiderweb net stretched over the river.

03 AARE GORGE 1.6 km gorge
Explore this long narrow river gorge on elevated walkways, admiring the icy blue

water and interesting curved formations where the water cut through the rock.

02 LEUKERBAD DALA GORGE 3.4 km hike, moderate
Elevated metal walkways built into the canyon walls allow you to explore this

gorgeous narrow river gorge, free to visit unlike most similar gorges.

01 ZERMATT GORNER GORGE 200m gorge, 2.7 km hike
Short walk from Zermatt to reach this narrow gorge with an elevated wooden

walkway above the river, cutting dramatically through the cliff walls. 

TOP 10 RIVER GORGES
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RIVERS Switzerland has many long rivers, some more wild with
beautiful hiking trails, others with multi-use paths used by
bikes and pedestrians. Here are a few of our favorites.
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10 AARE RIVER up to 25 km

Of the many paths along this large 300 km long river, we like the stretch near Aarau

which passes through a nature reserve, with both walking and biking paths.

09 LORZETOBEL up to 17.5 km, easy

Dirt path through a forested ravine with a detour to the impressive Höllgrotten

caves. If you are on bikes, continue to Lake Zug for a swim at the end.

08 REUSS RIVER up to 28 km, easy

The nicest section of this river for walking is in the nature preserve near Bremgarten.

If you are on a bike, the long wide path along the riverbank is a safe route for families.

07 SIHL RIVER up to 12 km, easy

Follow this river upstream from Zürich city into a beautiful forest, ending at a fun

nature park and playground. Good for walking and biking.

06 LIMMAT ÜFERWEG up to 28 km, easy

A path near Zürich city, popular with joggers, bikes, picnickers and slow strollers, a

easy choice for any sunny day.

05 TÖSSTAL up to 17.5 km, easy

Bike or walk along this small river winding through in the Swiss countryside. Locals

come to picnic on the banks and cool off in the shallow waters.

04 THUR RIVER 5.5 km, easy

This river has a 160 km trail until it joins the Rhein. We suggest starting with short

stretch near the mountains, with an optional detour to the falls near the source.

03 FLIMS WATERWAY 14.2 km, moderate

After hiking to a huge hidden waterfall spilling into a beautiful high alpine plain, a

long hike down along the rushing river crossing seven artistic bridges.

02 VAL FRISAL 13.5 km, challenging

Long hike up the river, past waterfalls, to a gorgeous high alpine valley surrounded

by mountain peaks and a big sparkling river winding through the flat marsh.

01 VALLE VERZASCA 4 to 14 km, easy

The super star of Swiss rivers with clear emerald green waters flowing over big

boulders for many kilometers, ending at the famous arched bridge & swimming area.

TOP 10 RIVER PATHS
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THEME TRAILS These trails have fun activities scattered along the trail
to help keep children motivated to walk. Besides paying
for the mountain transport to reach the trail, there is no
fee to do the trail.
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10 SCHELLEN URSLI 3.5 km, moderate

Fun activities along the trail related each page of this classic Swiss children’s book

set in the neighboring village.

09 SENDA BEAR TRAIL 1.5 km, easy

Learn about bears in the Swiss National Park with nine interactive stations along the

way, including comparing your strength, weight and size to bears of different ages.

08 ZUGIBLUBBI 5.4 km, easy

Children help cave dwarfs search for their stolen gems along this interactive trail.

The big playground, picnic areas and lovely countryside make this an easy day out.

07 ILLGAU LADYBUG TRAIL 2.7 km, easy

Little painted ladybugs lead you along the way, with two fun play areas, flower-filled

fields, picnic areas in the shady forest, and big mountain views across the valley. 

06 WIRZWELI WITCH TRAIL 3 km, moderate

Lizi, the “herb witch,” tells the story of her forest through fun activities, including a

flying broom zip line and pine cone toss. Trail ends a big playground and alpine slide.

05 MOORACULUM SENSORY TRAIL 1.5 km, easy
Great first hike for a young child, with 18 interactive stations focused on the senses

plus a huge playground and scavenger hunt educating children about the moor.

04 MUGGESTUTZ STORY TRAIL 4 km, moderate

Follow the adventures of the resident magical dwarfs with a dozen play stations that

correspond with a children’s storybook. Add on the marble run trail for even more fun.

03 ELM GIANTS TRAIL 2.6 km, easy

12+ play stations including a giant xylophone, obstacle course, rope bridge,

trampolines and water play. Add on the 4 km mountain scooter run for extra fun.

02 PIZOL HEIDI TRAIL 4.1 km, easy

Lots of activities on this Heidi themed mountain trail including hammock forest,

sensory barefoot path, playground, and goat jump.

01 TOGGENBURG TONE TRAIL 6 km, moderate

Over 20 interactive musical “instruments” scattered along this stroller-friendly trail

with mountain views.

TOP 10 THEME TRAILS FOR CHILDREN
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PLAYGROUNDS Many mountain areas have playgrounds, some with
lots of fun extras like water play, trampolines,
climbing walls, and zip lines. Most have an adjacent
restaurant so parents can relax while the kids play.
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10 LENZERHEIDE HEIDSEE
This lovely lake has lots of amusements including a big playground, swimming area,

boats to rent, picnic areas, and a FoxTrail treasure hunt.

09 ELM
Trampolines are the main attraction here, maybe the prettiest place to jump in the

alps. There’s also a playground with water play and a short theme trail.

08 KLEWENALP & STOCKHÜTTE
Playgrounds at both ends of the trail, with swings, trampoline, climbing, zip lines and

picnic area with grills. For more fun, add on a mountain scooter ride down to the valley.

07 BRUNNI ENGELBERG
Large playground with a trampoline, climbing structures, slides, swings, and water

play. Also an alpine slide, treasure hunt trail, barefoot path and picnic area with grills.

06 SATTEL HOCHSTUCKLI
Huge outdoor amusement center with bouncy castles, trampolines, inner tube slide,

and summer toboggan. Also a nice panorama trail and scary suspension bridge.

05 KREUZBODEN HOHSAAS
Beautiful panorama views from this big alpine playground with rock climbing walls,

zip line, swings, slides and water play. Also a barefoot path and long scooter ride. 

04 SUNEGGA
Nice playground with Matterhorn views and a little pond for splashing on hot days.

Grill up a picnic then rent mountain scooters to ride back down to Zermatt.

03 GRINDELWALD BORT
Stunning setting for this playground on the mountainside, with a swing, slide, mini

trampoline, climbing structures, water play and room to lounge and enjoy the view.

02 MÄNNLICHEN
Small play area with mini trampolines, bowling, swings, and things that spin & bounce.

But all anyone will remember is sliding out the mouth of a giant wooden cow.

01 ALLENDHÜBEL FLOWER PARK
Enormous playground in the hills above Mürren is full of amusements for the kids as

well as breathtaking views of the Eiger, Jungfrau and Mönch peaks.

TOP 10 PLAYGROUNDS WITH A VIEW
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STROLLER Many mountains have wide relatively smooth trails that are
suitable for strollers, which is nice both to carry your child and to
carry the baby gear and picnic supplies you need to keep
everyone happy. Best to have all-terrain wheels as these paths
are usually gravel and have small bumps.
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10 PIOTTA RITOM 11 km, moderate

Ride a super steep funicular up, then follow a road to a dam. Then walk on a dirt road  

along a huge reservoir, past two alpine lakes to lunch at a mountain hut.

09 OECHINENSEE LAKE WALK 4 km, easy

After a short gondola ride, walk along a dirt road with fab mountain views out to this

famous super blue alpine lake for a picnic on the lakeshore. 

08 ENGSTLIGENALP 4.5 km, easy

View an enormous waterfall from the cable car that takes you to this high alpine

valley surrounded by impressive peaks, with an obstacle-free path for wheelchairs.

07 SWISS GRAND CANYON 7km, easy 

Beautiful forest walk leading to a lookout over the Rhein Gorge, with interesting cliff

formations dropping into a river below. Optional stop at the Caumasee to swim.

06 PIZOL PANORAMA TRAIL 3.7 km, easy

Fold your stroller for chair lift and ride up to this beautiful loop at the top of the

mountain, with an easy dirt path visiting an alpine lake reflecting the peaks. 

05 FLUMSERBERG FLOWER TRAIL 2 km, easy
An easy loop with mountain views and lots of flowers in July and August, a good

choice for anyone with limited mobility including pregnant mama and grandparents.

04 RIGI PANORAMA TRAIL 4 or 8 km, moderate

The longest of the bunch and a bit steep at the beginning, but mostly easily walking

on a wide dirt path to soak in big panorama views across Lake Lucerne.

03 BÜRGENSTOCK CLIFF WALK 3.6 km, easy

After a boat ride from Lucerne, a funicular takes up to the famous hotel. Then a walk

along the cliffs to an elevator that speeds up to even bigger views over the lake.

02 TRÜBSEE ENGELBERG 3.2 km, easy

A gondola takes you up to this alpine lake surrounded by mountains. A wide dirt

path wraps around the lake ending at a nice playground.

01 MELCHSEE-FRUTT 2 km, easy

Ride a cable car up the mountain, then a little tourist “train” shuttle to the start of

this trail. It’s an easy stroll along beautiful alpine lakes on a wide dirt path.

TOP 10 STROLLER FRIENDLY TRAILS 
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MOUNTAIN HUTS Switzerland has over 150+ mountain huts & hotels
enabling you to stay in beautiful remote places in
relative comfort and safety. Although alpine huts are
frequented by serious mountaineers, casual hikers and
families are also welcome. Reservations recommended.

© Swiss Family Fun 2021
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10 LEGLER HUT 5.8 km ↗ 700 m

This hike to this hut connects two of our beloved mountain areas, Mettmenalp and

Elm, where you can ride a mountain scooter down after your hut adventure.

09

04 BOVAL HUT 5 km ↗ 560 m

Hike along the beautiful Morteratsch glacier to reach this hut, where you can swap

stories with serious mountaineers who get up before dawn to trek on the glacial ice.

GUARDA TUOI HUT 4.7 km ↗ 410 m
Hike the Schellen Ursli theme trail on the way to and from this hut nestled between

mountain peaks and the end of a long river valley.

08
GASTHAUS FORELLE* 3 km ↗ 280 m

Hike past the famous cliff restaurant to reach this guesthouse at the stunning

Seealpsee, perfect for early morning and evening walks without the daytrippers . 

07
ANEN HUT* 5.2 km ↗ 670 m

Located in the impressive Lötschental Valley, this private mountain hut is a visual

wonder, with its silver façade set in a stunning location. 

06
AUBERGE REFUGE LA VOUIVRE* 4.6 km ↗ 390 m

A steady, but short uphill climb to reach the small haven that surrounds Lac de

Taney. This hut offers a cozy charm with tiny rooms and easy lake access.

05
BÄCHLITAL HUT 4 km ↗ 520 m

A bit like a stair machine to reach a gorgeous high alpine river valley surrounded by

mountains, with the hut is perched on a cliff at the valley.

03 ALBERT HEIM HUT 3.5 km ↗ 490 m

Although this hut feels very remote, it’s relatively easy to reach. Lots to explore near

the hut that sits near the base of a glacier.

02 BERGSEE HUT 2.8 km ↗ 540 m

A short hike but little hikers will feel proud to reach this hut after the tough climb.

Great mountain and lake views from the top, plus a climbing garden for families.

01 LIDERNEN HUT 500 m ↗ 30 m

Perhaps the easiest hut to reach, just a short walk from the gondola. Lots of fun

extras for families: swing set, legos, and an easy hike to a hidden alpine lake.

TOP 10 MOUNTAIN HUTS FOR FAMILIES
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MUSEUMS
Switzerland has so many fun interactive museums, particularly
nice for children, where you can both learn something and be
entertained. Topics range from history to science to food to
industry. A nice option for a rainy day.
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10 SENSORIUM
Lots of fun activities related to five senses, where both kids can both be entertained

and learn something and adults will also enjoy the experience.

09

04 EBIANUM TRACTOR MUSEUM
A treat for kids who love tractors with lots of construction vehicles to admire, a

mechanical digger to play with, sandbox for digging, and real trucks to climb on.

VERKEHRSHAUS - TRANSPORTATION MUSEUM
A huge museum dedicated to all modes of transportation (planes, trains,

automobiles, water craft, space) with lots of kid-friendly interactive exhibits.

08
MUSEUM OF COMMUNICATION BERN
Learn about different forms of communication - speech, body language, mail, digital

media - through fun interactive exhibits. Best for children old enough to read.

07
BALLENBERG
This open-air living museum in the alps lets you experience traditional Swiss rural

life, with authentic buildings, trades and dress from the old days.

06
LENZBERG CASTLE
A beautiful castle with a resident dragon and fun activities for kids including a play

castle with dress up clothes, craft corner, and toddler play area.

05
HERGISWIL GLASS MUSEUM
Learn all about glass making and view a live factory floor. Lots of interactive

exhibits, a mirror maze, giant marble run, and play area by the lake.

03 AATHAL DINOSAUR MUSEUM
A dream for dinosaur enthusiasts with tons of fossils, dinosaur bones, life-size

models, and dioramas spread throughout this surprisingly large museum.

02 FIFA WORLD FOOTBALL MUSEUM
For football fans and newbies alike, this beautifully designed museum is filled

history, videos, memorabilia, games and hands-on activities for all ages. 

01 TECHNORAMA
Science discovery museum, with four floors of hands-on exhibits. Lots to learn and

experience for all ages, though small children will need adult supervision.

TOP 10 INTERACTIVE MUSEUMS
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https://swissfamilyfun.com/sensorium-museum/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/ebianum/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/museum-of-communication/?utm_source=ebook
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SCOOTERS
They go by many names - Trottinett, monster carts, kickboards -
and come in lots of shapes in sizes. In any case, you can speed
down the mountain using balance and hand-brakes to control
your speed. Usually for ages 10+ but sometimes they have
smaller scooters for younger children or they can ride double. 
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10 REICHENBACH FALLS 2.4 km, easy

A fun add-on after riding up a vintage funicular to visit the famous Sherlock Holmes

waterfalls. You get a fat tire scooter to ride 3 km on a gravel road. A bit overpriced.

09 NIEDERHORN 6 or 12 km

Short & fast or long & leisurely to the same destination. They offer smaller scooters

for children 6+. It's a paved road down the mountain, so relatively easy to manage.

08 HASLIBERG KÄISERSTATT 4 km

Ride fat tire scooters down this gravel road, starting with big panorama views and

ending in the forest. Watch the signs carefully, we got lost!

07 STOCKHÜTTE 5 km

Beautiful views of Lake Lucerne and nice in the fall with changing colors through the

forest. Here you ride a “Bike Board”, which is a three wheel standing scooter.

06 HOHER KASTEN  3km

After a beautiful mountain hike, you can skip the last 3 km by renting a thin wheeled

Kickbike from the hut and speeding down the paved road. 

05 KERENZERBERG 6 km

A winding paved road, so you can go a bit faster than on gravel paths. They have

smaller scooters for ages 6+ and family scooters where a child can ride with an adult.

04 ELM 4 km

One of the prettiest routes, with big mountain views the whole time. You can ride

two wheeled scooters (also child sized) or a low rider three wheeled “Monstercart.”

03 KREUZBODEN 11 km

It's a crazy bumpy ride on fat tire scooters on a rocky dirt road for the first half of the

trail. Then it's smooth sailing on a paved road the rest of the way with fab views.

02 SUNNEGGA - ZERMATT 7.2 km

Two-wheel scooters with thin tires down a dirt road with Matterhorn views, what

more do you want? Watch out for the occasional tractor passing by.

01 BETTMERALP 9 km

Maybe our favorite (and most affordable) scooter ride with gorgeous views and easy

riding on a paved low traffic road. Lots of scooter styles, age 10+, no riding double.

TOP 10 MOUNTAIN SCOOTER RIDES
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https://swissfamilyfun.com/mountain-scooter-runs-switzerland/?utm_source=ebook#reichenbach
https://swissfamilyfun.com/mountain-scooter-runs-switzerland/?utm_source=ebook#niederhorn
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COASTERS
In summer, you can zoom down many Swiss mountains on alpine
coasters and slides, a fun add-on to any hike or mountain
excursion. Alpine coasters are attached to rails and have
seatbelts, while sleds move freely along alpine slides.
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10 SAAS FEE FEEBLITZ 900m coaster

A fun surprise as it’s mostly hidden in the forest. So you just hear screams of delight

as people race down, but can’t see most of the action until you’re on it yourself.

09 TAMARO 1000m coaster

Good value for this super long & fast coaster with big mountain views. Combine with

a ropes course, tough hike to the peak, alpine playground and even thermal baths.

08 OESCHINENSEE 750m slide

Fantastic views from this insta-famous alpine slide, with videos all over social media.

Combine this with hike to one of the most beautiful lakes in Switzerland.

07 GLACIER 3000 887m coaster

Speeding down to the glacier ice on the highest elevation alpine coaster in Europe,

then bounce across a suspension bridge connecting two mountain peaks.

06 PILATUS 1000m slide

Claiming the title of the longest alpine slide in Switzerland, it’s popular with tourists

after visiting the mountain peak above. Combine with adjacent ropes course.

05 BRUNNI ENGELBERG 660m slide

After a full day of mountain fun with the barefoot “tickle” path, treasure hunt theme

trail, and trampolines, we treat the kids to this fun alpine slide with stunning views.

04 SATTEL HOCHSTUCKLI 600m slide

This alpine slide is part of a large outdoor amusement center, with bouncy castles,

trampolines, and summer tubing. With the day pass, you have unlimited rides.

03 ATZMÄNNIG 700m slide

One of many amusements at this mountain fun park. We come here for the fantastic

ropes course and beautiful hiking, but usually end with a little thrill on this slide.

02 FLUMSERBERG FLOOMZER 2000m coaster

After a beautiful mountain hike, end your day with a thrilling ride with lots of bumps,

turns, spirals and drops. Probably our favorite alpine coaster in Switzerland.

01 CHURWALDEN PRADASCHIER 3060m coaster

It’s a fast and furious ride on the longest alpine coaster in the Switzerland, down

480m of elevation, speeding around 31 curves and reaching speeds up to 40/km. 

TOP 10 ALPINE SLIDES & COASTERS
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https://www.feeblitz.ch/
https://swissfamilyfun.com/monte-tamaro/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/oeschinensee/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/glacier-3000/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/mt-pilatus-luzern/?utm_source=ebook#slide
https://swissfamilyfun.com/engelberg-tickle-trail/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/sattel-playland/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/atzmannig/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/family-weekend-heidiland/?utm_source=ebook#floomzer
https://www.pradaschier.ch/en/toboggan-run/
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ROPES COURSES
Climbing parks offer challenging obstacle courses in the
trees, with fun extras like zip lines, tarzan swings, and free
fall jumps. Safety harnesses and instructions are included.
Adults usually need to supervise children under 140cm on
the big courses and kids 4-8 on the mini courses.
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10 PARC AVENTURE AIGLE
Just one part of a big amusement center with a pool, mini golf and nearby hiking. 

09

08
PONTRESINA
You have to make reservations at this popular ropes course in a forest near 

St. Moritz. 

07
SEILPARK INTERLAKEN
This is a great for one younger kids because most routes are suitable for those

110-140cm tall. The mini "butterfly" course is for little kids, no harness required.

06
MONTE TAMARO
Two long routes through the trees halfway up the mountain, with a 15m jump! 

Add on an exciting alpine coaster and relaxing thermal baths.

05
PARCO AVVENTURA GORDOLA
One long course (about 90 mins to complete) with interesting and clever obstacles

that increase in difficulty as you go. 

04 PILATUS
Lots of special features here including a 20m free fall jump and monkey trees to

climb. Regular parkour courses start at age 8, mini "always on" course for 4-8.

03 SEILPARK ZÜRICH
So close to Zürich city, but feels far away and quiet in their little forest. Lots of

variety on the courses, fun free fall, and a great pool next door to cool off after.

02 FLUMSERBERG CLIIMBER
Here you pick obstacles individually instead of following a predetermined course.

Not in the trees, but a free-standing metal structure with mountain views. 

01 ATZMÄNNIG
Eight fun courses through the trees, with long zip lines and challenging obstacles.

Plus a playground, alpine slide, theme trail and amusement rides.

TOP 10 ROPES COURSES
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min. 120cm, mini course age 4-8

min. 130cm, mini course age 4-8

min. 120cm, mini course age 4-8

min. 140cm, mini course age 6+

min. 135cm, mini course age 4-7

min. age 8, mini course age 4-7

min. 110cm, mini course age 4+

min. age 8, mini course age 4-7

min. 120cm, mini course age 4+

SEILPARK RIGI
No time limit here so you can spend the whole day exploring seven routes, about 

4 km of exciting obstacles 20m high above the ground. 

min. 135cm, no mini course
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https://parc-aventure.ch/en/
https://govertical.ch/seilpark-pontresina/
https://seilpark-interlaken.ch/en/
https://www.montetamaro.ch/en/adventure-and-fun/adventure-parc-monte-tamaro/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/spring-family-weekend-in-ticino/?utm_source=ebook#ropes
https://swissfamilyfun.com/pilatus-ropes-course/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/kloten-seilpark/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/flumserberg-ropepark/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/atzmannig-ropes-course/?utm_source=ebook
https://www.seilpark-rigi.ch/
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BRIDGES
Switzerland has 57 suspension bridges, many over 100m long,
most in beautiful locations. Some on our list are easily reached by
mountain transport, others require a hike. In any case, prepare
your nerves to cross deep gorges while you bounce along.
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10 TIBETAN BRIDGE CARASC 270m bridge, 7 km hike

A cable car cuts the hike a bit shorter to reach this bridge that connects two

mountain villages. The hike passes over the bridge and back down the mountain.

09

04 GLACIER 3000 PEAK WALK 107m bridge, no hike

Two cable cars then a few stairs up to this narrow bridge connecting two mountain

peaks, a thrilling experience with panorama of the region and the huge glacier.

SIGRISWIL PANORAMA BRIDGE 340m bridge, optional hike
You can drive and park right next to the bridge and enjoy the view right away.

Optionally loop back through the gorge below the bridge.

08
ZERMATT GORNER GORGE 100m bridge, 3 km hike

Many paths lead to this bouncy bridge across the gorge cut by the Gorner glacier.

From the Furi cable car, it's a 3 km loop or 7 km down from Riffelberg.

07
EUROPAWEG SKYWALK 500m bridge, 7 km hike

The longest pedestrian suspension bridge in the world. It's a tough hike straight up

the mountain to reach this bridge or combine it with the 2 day trek to Zermatt. 

06
SAAS-ALMAGELL ERLEBNISWEG 50m bridge x2, 9.5 km hike

The last section of this hike is an "adventure" path with two super wobbly

suspension bridges, narrow wooden walkways, and steep ladders rungs on the cliffs.

05
ALETSCH PANORAMA 124m bridge, 11 km hike

Gorgeous views of the Aletsch glacier as you hike down to cross the gorge cut by the

river flowing from the ice. One of the prettiest fall hikes with bright yellow larch trees.

03 HOCHSTUCKLI SKYWALK 374m bridge, optional hike

This bouncy suspension bridge is just one of the many amusements at this mountain

resort, including an alpine slide. Optional loop hike over the bridge into the hills.

02 TITLIS CLIFF WALK 100m bridge, no hike

Ride a cable car up to the glacier and walk across the snow to step on this bridge

suspended 500m above the mountains below. 

01 TRIFT 170m bridge, 5.4 km hike

A little work to reach the cliffs overlooking the Trift glacier and lake. Cross the

bridge for a thrill. Stay overnight at the nearby hut to see it at sunrise and sunset.

TOP 10 SUSPENSION BRIDGES
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https://www.ticino.ch/en/commons/details/Tibetan-bridge-Carasc-/137557.html
https://swissfamilyfun.com/glacier-3000/?utm_source=ebook
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https://swissfamilyfun.com/almagelleralp-hike/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/aletsch-suspension-bridge-trail/?utm_source=ebook
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https://swissfamilyfun.com/titlis-glacier/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/trift-suspension-bridge/?utm_source=ebook
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CHOCOLATE
Switzerland is just as famous for its cheese and chocolate as it's
mountain peaks and for good reason. Here are the best visitor
centers where you can learn about the history & production
techniques and sample the goods.
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10 ALPROSE CHOCOLATE EXPERIENCE chocolate

A view on the factory floor to see how chocolate is processed from bean to bar, with

chocolate to taste and special products to buy.

09

04 APPENZELLER SCHAUKÄSEREI cheese

Learn about Swiss cheese making in a fun way at this factory with interactive

displays, live cheese making, great playground, and yummy cheese to sample.

MAESTRANI'S CHOCOLARIUM chocolate
Fun interactive discovery tour where you learn about chocolate making, see a live

chocolate factory, sample chocolate, and make your own chocolate bar.

08
CHEZ CAMILLE BLOCH chocolate

A fun visitor center for the maker of Ragusa and Torino chocolate, with a live

chocolate making demonstration and tasting.

07
AESCHBACHER CHOCOWELT cheese

An engaging interactive tour & chocolate tasting at this Swiss family business,

known for the chocolate coins sold by Swiss school children for fundraisers.

06
SCHAUKÄSEREI KLOSTER ENGELBERG chocolate

This cheese factory in a monastery has an compact cheese production in their shop,

where you can easily see all phases, from milk to curd to pressed rounds.

05
LINDT HOME OF CHOCOLATE chocolate

A beautiful and educational chocolate museum near Zürich, with lots of delicious

chocolate to sample.

03 EMMENTAL SCHAUKÄSEREI cheese

This living museum showcases artifacts of cheese production throughout history & 

a view into the modern factory. Kids will like the playground and scavenger hunt.

02 MAISON CAILLER chocolate

This chocolate factory near Gruyères in western Switzerland has a fun multimedia

tour, free samples, chocolate workshops, Escape Game, and a nice playground.

01 LA MAISON DU GRUYÈRE cheese
This interactive museum all about cheese is totally kid-friendly, with buttons to

push, videos to watch and a peek onto the factory floor.

TOP 10 CHEESE & CHOCOLATE
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https://alprose.ch/en/chocolate-experience/
https://swissfamilyfun.com/appenzeller-cheese-factory/
https://swissfamilyfun.com/camille-bloch/?utm_source=ebook
https://www.ourswissexperience.com/en/2018/11/01/chocolate-world-chocowelt-aeschbach-chocolatier/
https://www.schaukaeserei-engelberg.ch/english/contact/
https://swissfamilyfun.com/lindt-chocolate-museum/?utm_source=ebook
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https://swissfamilyfun.com/cailler-chocolate-factory/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/gruyeres-cheese-factory-and-museum/?utm_source=ebook
https://swissfamilyfun.com/maestranis-chocolarium/?utm_source=ebook
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Fresh Air Kids Switzerland-52 Inspiring Hikes That Will Make Kids and Adults Happy

(best - seller)

Fresh Air Kids Switzerland - Hikes to Huts  - Published May 2021

Fresh Air Kids Switzerland - My Book of Discoveries (an activity book for children who

spend time outside).

CREDITS

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or modified in any form,

including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system,

without permission in writing from the publisher.

All photos are by Tanya Deans of Swiss Family Fun unless otherwise noted.

Our logo and brand style were created by Hayley Payne of Crafty Chameleon. She also

helped with the formatting of this book. Thank you Hayley!

The information and photos for these mountain huts - Anenhütte, Gasthaus Forelle, Refuge

La Vouivre - were provided by Robert and Melinda Schoutens, the authors of the book

series Fresh Air Kids Switzerland.

All books are available at helvetiq.com or at all major bookstores in Switzerland. All three

books are written in English, French and German.

 

The photo of the Sigriswil suspension bridge was provided by OurSwissExperience.com.

Switzerland map from Wikimedia Commons.
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